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Abstract A novel adaptive image watermarking methodol-
ogy, robust to common signal processing attacks, is proposed
in this paper. The introducedwatermarking schemeuses prior
knowledge in the form of IF–THEN fuzzy rules to intelli-
gently decide the appropriate embedding strength applied to
each coefficient in the moment domain carrying the water-
mark information. Initially, the prior knowledge regarding
the amount of watermark information each moment coeffi-
cient of the original image has the capacity to hide is used to
build an optimized rule-based fuzzy inference system. The
resulted system is able to provide the appropriate embedding
strength for each moment coefficient, ensuring high imper-
ceptible watermarked images and high fidelity in watermark
extraction. Extensive experiments under several attacking
conditions demonstrate that the proposed methodology can
improve the robustness of the watermarked images by a sig-
nificant factor up to 32 %, without affecting their optical
quality.
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Introduction

Watermarking of digital images constitutes the main sub-
ject of this work. Although this research topic has occupied
the scientists for many years, it still draws attention. The
increased interest in digital watermarking comes from the
rapid growing of the digital contents’ interchange through
computers, such as images, videos, sounds and documents.
Due to this fact, special handling of the contents’ transfer
is needed to secure the copyright and the authenticity of the
owner.

This work concerns the watermarking of digital images,
where the watermark information is embedded into a trans-
form domain of the original (host) image. The embedding
of the watermark information inside a transform domain of
the image instead of the spatial image’s domain, exhibits
some benefits [1] regarding the robustness of the watermark
extraction under various attacking conditions.

Several transform domain watermarking methods have
been proposed in the past, having as primary goal the utiliza-
tion of the used transform properties to achieve robustness
and imperceptibility. Liu and Tan [2] proposed a novel water-
marking algorithm based on singular value decomposition
(SVD) domain, in resolving rightful ownership and in resist-
ing common attacks. Barni et al. [3] embedded watermark
information in selected discrete cosine transform (DCT)
coefficients to achieve robustness. Kang et al. [4] proposed
a blind discrete wavelet and Fourier transform (DWT–DFT)
composite image watermarking algorithm, which is robust to
affine transformations and JPEG compression. Jayalakshmi
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et al. [5] introduced the contourlet transform showing more
robust to mean filtering, quantization and JPEG compres-
sion than wavelet and DCT domains. More recently, Yang et
al. [6] proposed a pioneer methodology to tackle both color
information and geometric attacks using the quaternion polar
harmonic transform.

Based on the above-mentioned robustness property of
the transform domain watermarking, the moment transform
according to which an image is described by a set of moment
coefficients with respect to an orthogonal polynomial basis
is considered herein. The representation of an image with
moments has been proved to be accurate and compact with
minimum information redundancy and high noise resistance.

In the last two decades, several watermarking methods [7]
using image moments have been proposed. Although these
methods share a common transform domainworkbench, they
differ to the type of the orthogonal polynomial basis used as
kernels in constructing the moment coefficients.

The proposed methodology is independent of the poly-
nomial type of the moment kernels, since it focuses on the
mechanism of moment coefficients modification during the
dither modulation procedure. More precisely, a conventional
moment-based watermarking scheme, consisting of a novel
adaptive dither modulation processing stage, is proposed in
this work. The adaptive nature of the introduced dither mod-
ulation is demonstrated by the different quantization steps
(deltas—�s) applied to each moment coefficient in contrast
to the single/uniform case [8] where the same delta is used
for all moments. This adaptive modification of the moments
controls the embedding strength of the watermark informa-
tion and, therefore, the imperceptibility of the watermarked
image and the robustness of the watermark extraction under
several attacking conditions.

The application of the most appropriate quantization
step for each moment coefficient is decided, for the first
time herein, by incorporating prior knowledge through a
fuzzy rule-based inference system calibrated by a genetic
algorithm. Initially, the parameters that specify a moment
coefficient (magnitude, polynomial order and repetition) are
defined and their relations with the quantization step are
determined with IF–THEN rules. In a next stage, the mem-
bership functions of each system’s input/output are optimally
tuned through an optimization procedure aiming tomaximize
the quality of the watermarked image (imperceptibility) and
the accuracy of the watermark extraction (robustness) in sev-
eral attacking environments.

To summarize, the contribution of this work is the pro-
posal of a blind watermarking methodology with significant
enhanced robustness under signal processing attacks and
imperceptibility of high levels. Moreover, the proposed
method is transformation independent, hence can be applied
to other transform domains (e.g., Fourier, Wavelet, etc.),
while its complexity is very low.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
reviews the application of orthogonal moments in image
watermarking. A detailed discussion regarding the necessity
of an adaptive watermarking scheme is presented in Sect. 3.
The main functional principles along with the description
of each processing step of the proposed methodology are
discussed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, an extensive experimental
studydemonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive
watermarking scheme. Finally, some very useful conclusions
are summarized in Sect. 6.

Watermarking by the method of moments

Considering image watermarking in the transform domain,
image’s orthogonal moment coefficients are used to carry
the watermark information in the proposed methodology.
Orthogonal imagemoments have gained significant attention
as compact content descriptors with minimum information
redundancy [9], in pattern recognition [10], computer vision
[11–13] and image processing [14] applications.

In the last 20 years, several moment families were pro-
posed in the literature each one showing different properties
and description capabilities. Among them the Zernike [15],
pseudo-Zernike [15], Legendre [16], Fourier–Mellin [14],
Tchebichef [17] and Krawtchouk [18] moments are the most
widely used.

Since the first introduction of image moments for water-
marking purposes by Alghoniemy and Tewfik [19], in an
attempt to take advantage of the inherent property of the
orthogonal moment coefficients, to uniquely describe the
content of an image, a lot of work has been performed in
this direction through the years.

Some valuable works in the field of moment-based water-
marking which constitute milestones for this research topic
are the first introduction of the orthogonal moments in water-
marking by Kim and Lee [20] and the application of the
dither modulation as watermark embedding mechanism by
Xin et al. [21]. The aforementioned three works have highly
motivated the scientists to develop more robust and efficient
moment-based watermarking techniques.

One rising research direction in this field is the embed-
ding of multiple watermarks (to achieve crop robustness)
after locating them by the use of a feature detector. Deng et
al. [22] proposed such a watermarking method combining
Tchebichef moments and Harris–Laplace detector. Initially
a set of feature points are extracted, and then non-overlapped
disks centered at extracted feature points are used to embed
the watermarks. In the same direction, Wang et al. [23]
appliedmulti-scaleHarris detector andwavelet moments and
Papakostas et al. [24] enhanced the robustness of the Harris
detector in attacking conditions.
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Another popular, moment-based watermarking research
area is the watermarking of color images. Following the
successful application of several quaternionic image trans-
formations in image watermarking [6–25], Tsougenis et al.
[26] introduced quaternion radial moments as the embed-
ding domain of the color images for watermark insertion.
Wang et al. [27] studied the quaternion exponent moments
as alternative moment domain for color image watermarking
to improve robustness.

Recently, Tsougenis and Papakostas [28] and Papakostas
et al. [29] have focused on the locality property of themoment
coefficients, specifically those produced by the Krawtchouk
polynomials. They claimed that all the image portions are not
appropriate (in terms of imperceptibility and robustness) for
watermark embedding and thus by tackling the watermark-
ing procedure as an optimization process, the watermarking
locality behavior could be controlled.

Towards the improvement of the overall watermarking
performance, the authors propose herein the adaptive dither
modulation of the moment coefficients by considering prior
knowledge regarding the amount of the information that each
coefficient is able to hide. The information hiding capabilities
of the moment coefficients are determined by their mag-
nitudes, polynomial orders and repetitions, parameters that
are highly connected with the imperceptibility of the water-
marked image and the robustness of thewatermark extraction
in the presence of attacks.

By first analyzing the necessity of adaptive watermarking,
in the following sections the main functional modules of the
proposed methodology are discussed with emphasis on the
design of the adaptive dither modulator.

Adaptive watermarking

The term adaptive is mainly used to describe a process,
behavior and/or a system that is able to interact with its
environment and adjusts its operation according to the envi-
ronment’s factors that are closely connected with it.

In the context of watermarking, adaptation is achieved
through different directions, so as to avoidwatermark embed-
ding in edged areas where changes are more detectable
[30,31] or to improve the imperceptibility of thewatermarked
image by simulatingmodels based on the HumanVisual Sys-
tem (HVS) [32,33].

Recently, Tsougenis andPapakostas [28], Papakostas et al.
[29] have proposed an adaptive watermarking scheme where
the most appropriate image portion is adaptively selected,
such that the imperceptibility and robustness of the water-
marked image be improved.

Another, direction that merits attention is the adaptive
modification of the moment coefficients (adaptive embed-
ding strength) subject to some criteria. The first attempt

that relates the embedding strength (quantization step—�)
with moments’ orders and repetitions was performed by Xin
et al. [21]. They proposed an analytical formula that pro-
vides the appropriate quantization step (�) subject to the
used moment’s orders and repetitions and a desired quality
in terms of PSNR index. However, this approach does not
provide different quantization step for each moment coeffi-
cient, but it relates the selection of the embedding strength
with the quality of the derivedwatermarked image. Following
the same methodology, Tsougenis et al. [34] along with the
extension of this strategy to the case of the Polar Harmonic
coefficients proved experimentally the need for an adaptive
mechanism, with considerable results.

However, the aforementioned technique that leads to
adaptive quantization steps is applicable only for radial trans-
formations/moments and, therefore, it cannot be used for
all moment families such as the discrete, Tchebichef and
Krawtchouk ones.

One possible solution to generalize the manipulation of
all moment types is the use of an evolutionary optimization
procedure to search for optimal quantization steps for each
moment coefficient. However, this approach leads to a hard
to solve optimization problem in the case of wide length
watermark, where the number of moments is too big.

In this paper, a unifiedmethodology, which is independent
of the moment type used to embed the watermark informa-
tion, is proposed. The introduced method is making use of
experts’ knowledge encoded as IF–THEN rules under a fuzzy
reasoning framework.

Proposed methodology

The watermarking method introduced herein is mainly based
on an adaptive quantization module consisting of a geneti-
cally optimized Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), which pro-
vides the appropriate quantization step (�) to each moment
coefficient. The proposed watermarking methodology is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The proposed technique is divided into two different oper-
ation modes, namely the calibration mode where the FIS
parameters are optimized through a genetic algorithm and
the normal mode where the resulted FIS is used to provide
quantization steps in an adaptive sense.

During the calibration phase the membership functions
parameters of the FIS participated to the IF–THEN rules
are genetically optimized in terms of imperceptibility of the
watermarked image (PSNR quality index) and the robustness
of the extraction procedure (BER) under several attacking
conditions. Once the FIS parameters are determined in an
optimization context, the resulted FIS can be used in the nor-
malmode to provide the quantization steps for each moment
coefficient independent of the image that needs to be water-
marked.
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Fig. 1 Proposed watermarking
methodology

Fig. 2 Watermark embedding

The main procedures that constitute the methodology of
Fig. 1 are analyzed in detail in the following sections.

Watermark embedding

The watermark embedding procedure constitutes the first
part of the proposed methodology, which incorporates the
processing tasks that aim to insert the watermark informa-
tion into the host image in an imperceptibleway, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the original image corresponds to the host image
where the L-bit length binary message (b1, b2, …, bL) is
inserted, by constructing thefinalwatermarked image.All the
intermediate processing stages participating in the proposed
watermarking embedding phase are described next.

Step 1: moments computation
Considering that each bit of the embedded message is
inserted into one moment coefficient, a set of orthogonal
moments up to a specific order P and repetition Q, such that
the number of computed moments are equal to the inserted
message length, are computed. The methodology of Fig. 1
is independent of the family/type of the used orthogonal
moments and severalmoment types can be examined to select
the most efficient one.

The general computation form of an orthogonal image
moment of order p and repetition q for the case of an image
f (x, y) with N × N pixel size is:

Mpq = NF ×
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

Kernelpq(xi , y j ) f (xi , y j ) (1)

where Kernelpq() corresponds to the moment’s kernel con-
sisting of specific polynomials of order p and q, which
constitute the orthogonal basis and NF is a normalization
factor. The type of Kernel’s polynomial gives the name to
the moment family by resulting in a wide range of moment
types [35].

At this stage, there is a need for key set K1, which is also
necessary at the detectors’ side and corresponds to the set of
parameters K1 : {P, Q}.
Step 2: dither modulation
Dither modulation constitutes a significant methodology that
embeds watermark information into a host signal, increases
the embedding rate with minimum distortion of the origi-
nal signal and ensures robustness under attacking conditions
[8]. The dither modulation embedding scheme has been
applied successfully in moment-based watermarking algo-
rithms [28–30]. In this work, the orthogonal moments (Mpq)
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Fig. 3 Watermark extraction

of the original image is used as thehost signal,where the L-bit
length binary message (b1, b2, …, bL) is inserted according
to (2).

M̃pi qi =
[
Mpiqi − di (bi )

�

]
�i + di (bi ) , i = 1, . . . , L

(2)

where [·] is the rounding operator, �i the quantization step
and di (·) the dither function satisfying di (1)= �/2+di (0)
of the i th moment coefficient. The dither vector (d1(0),
d2(0),…, dL (0)) is uniformly distributed in the range [0,�].
The quantization steps {�i : i = 1, . . . , L} used in this phase
are different for each coefficient, in fact they are provided by
the FIS module and, therefore, there is no need to send them
to the detector’s side.

Step 3: watermark construction
The modified moments (M̃pi qi ) resulted by the application
of the dither modulation of (2) are used to construct the
watermark information. It is worth mentioning that there
is not any reconstruction of the entire watermarked image,
since the specific process consists of a laborious and time-
consuming task due to the fact that it requires a large number
of moments to achieve low reconstruction errors. The pro-
posed method manages to isolate the watermark part of
the modified moments (frequency domain) and construct a
watermark image which is added to the original image (spa-
tial domain), as depicted in the following Eqs. (3)–(5). The
moments applied during the specific process are few and
equal to the binary message length.

fw(xi , y j ) =
∑

p

∑

q

M̃pqKernel(xi , y j )

=
∑

p

∑

q

(Mpq + Dpq)Kernel(xi , y j )

=
∑

p

∑

q

MpqKernel(xi , y j )

+
∑

p

∑

q

DpqKernel(xi , y j ), ∀i, j ∈ [1, N ]

(3)

where quantity Dpq corresponds to the additional informa-
tion inserted to the host image through moment of order p
and repetition q, which is equal to the difference between the
modified and original moments defined as:

Dpq = M̃pq − Mpq (4)

By identifying that the first double summation of (3) cor-
responds to the (xi , y j ) pixel of the original image and the
second part of the equation to the inserted information, it is
concluded that the entire watermarked image is obtained by
the following (5).

fw (x, y) = f (x, y) + W (x, y) (5)

Based on (5) it is evident that the watermark embedding has
taken place in spatial domain, which constitutes an advantage
of the proposed algorithm since it avoids any image recon-
struction, many image moments need, adding a significant
time overhead.

Watermark extraction

The watermark extraction procedure at the detector’s side
consists of almost the same processing steps with those of
the embedding stage, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The only differ-
ence is the application of the Minimum Distance Decoder
(MDD) module, being applied to extract the embedded
binary message from the dither modulated, modified orthog-
onal moments of the incoming (attacked) image.

The operation of the MDD is defined by the following
formula:

b̂i = arg min
j∈[0,1](|M

′
pi qi | j − M ′

pi qi )
2 (6)

where |M ′
pi qi | j is the i th orthogonal moment of the attacked

image which is quantized considering a bit value of j ∈
[0, 1]. Therefore, a bit b̂i is decided to be 0 or 1 regarding to
the distance between the corresponding quantized orthogonal
moments and its original value M ′

pi qi . The extracted bit is
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Fig. 4 The designed fuzzy inference system

assigned depending on the j of the minimum distance b̂i
value.

Finally, it is worthwhile noting that the usage of the dither
modulation in bothwatermark embedding and extractionpro-
cedures enhances the blind nature of the proposed algorithm,
since there is no longer need for the original orthogonal
moments or the watermarked image to extract the hidden
information. Instead, it is possible to extract the embedded
information by just applying the same quantization module
in combination with the MDD.

Fuzzy inference system (FIS): design principles

In both aforementioned watermark embedding and extrac-
tion procedures, a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is applied
to provide the appropriate quantization step for eachmoment
coefficient, by giving an adaptive nature to the whole water-
marking process.

The initial idea behind the usage of such a module comes
from the fact that each moment coefficient describes differ-
ent part of the host image, with the low and high order and
repetition moments being descriptors of the coarse- and fine-
image information, respectively. Moreover, the amplitude of
each moment corresponds to the amount of information they
carry.

Therefore, based on the above observations a question is
raised regarding the magnitude of the quantization step (�)
that is desirable to be applied to eachmoment coefficient. For
example, a big quantization step for a moment of low order
and repetition and small amplitude could cause high-image

Fig. 6 The parameters that define a triangular membership function

degradation, since the coarse image informationwill bemod-
ified significantly. On the other hand, if a small quantization
step is applied to a moment of low order and repetition but
with high amplitude, then the inserted information will be
absorbed by the image’s content, and thus it could not be
extracted on the detector’s side. As a matter of fact, the adap-
tivity property of the proposed method manages to cope with
the specific tradeoff.

From the previous theoretical analysis, it is obvious that
there is some empirical knowledge regarding the selection
of the most appropriate quantization step (which controls the
embedding strength), subject to moment’s order, repetition
and amplitude parameters. However, this knowledge yet has
not been taken into account of anymoment-basedwatermark-
ing algorithms to the best of the author’s knowledge.

An efficient way to represent this knowledge is using lin-
guistic descriptions, instead of numerical ones, due to the
absence of analytical mathematical expressions that describe
themoments’ parameters relationships. In other words, some
fuzziness is encountered, thus fuzzy logic and reasoning are
the appropriate frameworks to deal with this problem.

For this purpose, an FIS of Mamdani type has been
designed (Fig. 4) having moments’ order (p), repetition (q)
and amplitude (|Mpq |) as input parameters, while the sys-
tem’s output is the estimated quantization step (�), for the
incoming moment.

Following the fundamental design principles of fuzzy
inference systems [36], there is a need to define themoments’
parameters that describe their qualitative and quantitative

Fig. 5 Inputs/outputs FIS
definition
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Fig. 7 Test images. a Lena, b
bike and c lighthouse

Table 1 Genetic algorithm’s settings

Parameter Value

Population size 100

Maximum generations 100

Crossover probability 0.8

Mutation probability 0.01

Selection method Stochastic universal
approximation (SUS)

Crossover points 2 points

characteristics and control the watermarking performance,
in terms of fuzzy logic. For this reason, the value of each
moment parameter is characterized by three fuzzy linguistic
terms {LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH} subject to a specific range,
while three triangular membership functions (7) are selected
to describe their behavior, as depicted in Fig. 5.

Each triangular membership function is determined by a
set of three parameters { f0, f1, f2} that control its position,
and is defined as:

μ (x; f0, f1, f2) = max

(
min

(
x − f0
f1 − f0

,
f2 − x

f2 − f1

)
, 0

)

(7)

After the definition of the input/output parameters of the FIS,
the relationships between those variables have to be deter-

mined. As already mentioned in the previous sections, there
is some knowledge regarding these relationships which can
be described by appropriate fuzzy rules.

This knowledge comes from the meaning of LOW,
MEDIUM, HIGH moments’ amplitudes, orders and repe-
titions in image representation. For example, moments of
LOW orders (and/or repetitions), these moments describe
the coarse image information and LOW amplitudes should
not be modified enough, since this modification will be
visible to the final watermarked image. For the case of
LOWorders (and/or repetitions) andHIGHamplitudes,more
modification could be applied, since these moments carry
enough image’s content and, therefore, are able to hide more
watermark information. Finally, the HIGH orders (and/or
repetitions) (these moments describe the fine-image infor-
mation) can be modified enough, since this modification will
not be very visible.

Based on the above knowledge and considering that all
the rules corresponding to the possible combinations of the
system’s inputs/output could be implemented, it is decided to
define the most obvious ones, avoiding in this way to include
redundant rules defined as follows:

Rule 1: if order (p) is LOW and repetition (q) is LOW and
amplitude (|Mpq |) is LOW then delta (Δ) is LOW

Rule 2: if order (p) is LOW and repetition (q) is LOW and
amplitude (|Mpq |) is HIGH then delta (Δ) is MEDIUM

Table 2 Main characteristics of the used moment families

Tchebichef moments (TMs) Krawtchouk moments (KMs)

Kernel form Kernelpq (x, y) = tp (x) × tq (x) Kernelpq (x, y) = Kp (x; p1, N ) × Kq (y; p2, N )

Polynomial form tn (x) =
n∑

k=0
(−1)n−k

(
N − 1 − k
n − k

) (
n + k
n

) (
x
k

) Kn (x; p, N ) = 2F1
(
−n,−x; −N ; 1

p

)

=
N∑

k=0
ak,n,p1 x

k

Normalization factor (NF) F (p, N ) × F (q, N )

where

F(k, N ) = N−2k

(2k)!
(
N + k
2n + 1

) , k = p, q 1
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Table 3 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Lena image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the KMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Lena (KMs)

� 117.5 Var 65 Var 50 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.060 39.998 40.010 39.998 39.949 39.999

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.440 0.410 0.447 0.450 0.480 0.476

Median 4 × 4 0.410 0.370 0.467 0.430 0.500 0.484

Median 6 × 6 0.530 0.400 0.557 0.533 0.504 0.508

Median 8 × 8 0.500 0.430 0.463 0.480 0.530 0.518

Mean − median 0.470 0.403 0.483 0.473 0.504 0.497

AWGN 5 % 0.180 0.200 0.133 0.113 0.126 0.124

AWGN 10 % 0.140 0.120 0.117 0.130 0.172 0.170

AWGN 15 % 0.100 0.060 0.167 0.137 0.258 0.254

AWGN 20 % 0.130 0.100 0.257 0.240 0.328 0.316

Mean − AWGN 0.138 0.120 0.168 0.155 0.221 0.216

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.520 0.330 0.510 0.417 0.506 0.462

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.100 0.130 0.350 0.310 0.436 0.396

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.010 0.020 0.200 0.147 0.298 0.278

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.000 0.010 0.080 0.087 0.222 0.178

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.008

Mean − JPEG 0.126 0.098 0.228 0.192 0.294 0.264

Total mean 0.235 0.198 0.288 0.267 0.336 0.321

RF (%) 15.686 7.297 4.443

Rule 3: if order (p) is HIGH and repetition (q) is HIGH and
amplitude (|Mpq |) is LOW then delta (Δ) is MEDIUM

Rule 4: if order (p) is HIGH and repetition (q) is HIGH and
amplitude (|Mpq |) is HIGH then delta (Δ) is HIGH

There are several benefits of using a well-defined
knowledge-based fuzzy inference system for deriving the
appropriate quantization step for each moment coefficient.
First of all, the designed FIS can provide the dither modula-
tion with the appropriate quantization steps independent of
the image’s content, since images with common moments
will share the same quantization strengths. Moreover, the
incorporation of knowledge easily interpreted and defined
by humans gives the advantage to process the outcomes or
even to adjust this knowledge according to the problem’s
demands.

Genetic optimization

The proposed fuzzy inference system includes some config-
uration parameters that have to be optimally tuned for the
system to behave appropriately. These are the three parame-
ters that define each triangular membership function used to

describe the system’s input/output variables, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.

Considering that each input/output is described by three
membership functions (Fig. 5), the number of 4 (input/output
variables) × 3 (membership functions) × 3 (parameters) =
36 total parameters have to be configured. Moreover, the tun-
ing of these parameters has to be performed in the direction
of a high quality and a robust-to-attacking conditions water-
marked image.

For this purpose, a simple genetic algorithm is used to
optimize the set of membership functions’ parameters, in
terms of watermarking performance. Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) have played a major role in many applications of the
engineering science, since they constitute a powerful tool
for optimization. A simple genetic algorithm is a stochas-
tic method that performs searching in wide search spaces,
depending on some probability values that mimic the evo-
lutionary process that characterizes the evolution of living
organisms [37]. Due to the above reasons, GA has the ability
to converge to the global minimum or maximum, depending
on the specific application and to skip possible local minima
or maxima [38], respectively.

The structure of the i th algorithm’s chromosome is defined
as:
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Table 4 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Bicycle image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the KMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Bicycle (KMs)

� 116 Var 65 Var 49 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.077 40.007 40.067 39.999 39.917 39.948

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.350 0.250 0.480 0.503 0.484 0.470

Median 4 × 4 0.390 0.360 0.503 0.513 0.518 0.464

Median 6 × 6 0.510 0.400 0.443 0.503 0.452 0.476

Median 8 × 8 0.490 0.430 0.453 0.433 0.486 0.474

Mean − median 0.435 0.360 0.470 0.488 0.485 0.471

AWGN 5 % 0.180 0.230 0.133 0.157 0.128 0.116

AWGN 10 % 0.160 0.090 0.117 0.110 0.184 0.180

AWGN 15 % 0.090 0.120 0.167 0.143 0.260 0.256

AWGN 20 % 0.130 0.110 0.257 0.200 0.332 0.320

Mean − AWGN 0.140 0.138 0.168 0.153 0.226 0.218

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.410 0.280 0.460 0.343 0.496 0.406

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.150 0.050 0.370 0.257 0.494 0.432

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.050 0.010 0.193 0.153 0.314 0.288

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.000 0.010 0.107 0.057 0.232 0.166

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.012

Mean − JPEG 0.122 0.070 0.226 0.163 0.309 0.261

Total mean 0.224 0.180 0.283 0.260 0.338 0.312

RF (%) 19.588 8.329 7.475

Chi ( f
1
0 , f 11 , f 12 , f 20 , f 21 , f 22 , . . . , f 120 , f 121 , f 122 )

where { f k0 , f k1 , f k2 }, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 12 are the three con-
figuration parameters of the kth membership function.

Furthermore, the fitness function (F) which is used to
evaluate the appropriateness of each candidate solution is
defined as:

F = SF1 × |PSNR − PSNRtarget| + SF2 ×
⎛

⎝ 1

T

T∑

j=1

BER j

⎞

⎠

(8)

where T is the number of attacks encountered in the pro-
cedure, SF1, SF2 are scaling factors equal to 0.1 and 1,
respectively, BER j is the BER of the j th attacked image and
PSNRtarget is a desired PSNR value equal to 40. The incor-
poration of the target PSNR transforms the optimization to a
constrained procedure to ensure a minimum of image quality
that must be acquired.

Experimental study

A set of experiments has been arranged to investigate the
performance of the proposed watermarking scheme. As a
matter of fact, specific software has been developed in the
MATLABenvironment, while all experimentswere executed
in an Intel i5 3.3 GHz PC with 8 GB RAM. Moreover, the
three benchmark images of 256 × 256 pixels size depicted
in Fig. 7 were selected to participate in all the watermarking
experiments.

The robustness of the proposed methodology will be
analyzed by applying some well-known attacks using the
Stirmark benchmark [39]. More precisely, the applied attack
types are: median filtering (2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6, 8 × 8—
window size), Additive White Gaussian Noise—AWGN (5,
10, 15, 20 %) and JPEG compression (Q = 5, 10, 15, 20,
40 %). It is noted that only signal processing attacks have
been selected since the geometric attacks (rotation, scaling)
canbe easily handledwith a pre-processing stepof imagenor-
malization [40] or by incorporating geometric invariances to
the moments computation [41].
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Table 5 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Lighthouse image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the KMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Lighthouse (KMs)

� 114 Var 65 Var 50.5 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.037 40.000 39.991 40.003 40.046 40.001

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.240 0.210 0.443 0.440 0.514 0.512

Median 4 × 4 0.320 0.220 0.503 0.493 0.528 0.490

Median 6 × 6 0.410 0.360 0.467 0.473 0.512 0.484

Median 8 × 8 0.480 0.420 0.483 0.417 0.502 0.498

Mean − median 0.363 0.303 0.474 0.456 0.514 0.496

AWGN 5 % 0.170 0.160 0.133 0.150 0.126 0.150

AWGN 10 % 0.140 0.110 0.117 0.100 0.168 0.154

AWGN 15 % 0.090 0.110 0.167 0.147 0.258 0.228

AWGN 20 % 0.120 0.100 0.257 0.233 0.324 0.312

Mean − AWGN 0.130 0.120 0.168 0.158 0.219 0.211

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.480 0.300 0.443 0.427 0.516 0.468

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.170 0.110 0.383 0.300 0.416 0.406

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.010 0.010 0.193 0.163 0.272 0.284

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.000 0.000 0.090 0.053 0.182 0.148

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.002

Mean − JPEG 0.132 0.084 0.222 0.189 0.279 0.262

Total mean 0.202 0.162 0.283 0.261 0.333 0.318

RF (%) 19.772 7.699 4.436

Experiments configuration

The settings of the applied genetic algorithm are the same
for all the experiments and are presented in the following
Table 1.

Although the proposed methodology is applicable to any
moment family, the Tchebichef (TMs) [17] and Krawtchouk
(KMs) [18] discretemomentswill be considered herein, since
both of them show a remarkable watermarking performance
[22–28]. The main characteristics of the used moment fami-
lies according to (1) are presented in Table 2.

It is worth noting that during the optimization stage the
range of each system’s input/output has to be defined to avoid
the selection of unreliable solutions, by adding the so-called
boundary constraints to the optimization procedure. There-
fore, the ranges of the input/outputs are set to p : [0,√L−1],
q : [0,√L −1], |Mpq | : [0, Amax] and � : [0,�max], where
L is the message length, Amax is the maximummoment mag-
nitude which depends on the image’s content and�max is the
maximum quantization step which is equal to 200 and 10 for
KMs and TMs, respectively.

Simulations

The watermarking performance of the proposed methodol-
ogy is measured using the PSNR quality index and the Bit
Error Rate (BER) [7] at the detectors’ side, under various
attacking conditions. The experiments were carried out for
three different message bit lengths {100 bit, 300 bit, 500 bit}
to analyze in depth the relation between the embedding
strength and the frequency components of the image.

Moreover, an additional performance index (Reduction
Factor—RF) is considered herein, to measure the achieved
reduction of the mean BER, when the “Proposed” (PR)
watermarking technique is used instead of the “Standard”
(ST) (this with a single and uniform quantization step �),
defined as:

RF (%) = MeanBERstandard − MeanBERProposed

MeanBERstandard ×100 (9)

Finally, it has to be noted to fairly compare the two
methodologies, each method is calibrated and a desired
watermarked quality (PSNR = 40 dB) is achieved.
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The corresponding results are summarized in Tables 3, 4
and 5, for the case of the Krawtchouk moments and for the
Lena, Bike and Lighthouse images, respectively.

By examining the detection results of Tables 3, 4 and 5,
it is obvious that the usage of a single quantization step (�)

is not the best choice, since it does not guarantee that each
moment coefficient will be modified according to its capa-
bility to carry the inserted information. On the contrary, the
usage of different quantization steps, through the proposed
methodology seems to distribute the watermark information
to the appropriate coefficients, by improving significantly the
detection performance without sacrificing the quality of the
watermarked image.

More precisely, the reduction of the mean BER is sig-
nificant for the 100 bit length, which is 18 % on average
for the three images, while it is reduced to 7 and 5 % for
the 300 and 500 bits message length, respectively. Further-
more, a close look at the partial BER values of each attack
type leads to the conclusion that the usage of variable quan-
tization steps enforces the robustness of the watermarking
process to the JPEG compression more than the other two
attacks. This result is consistent with the principles of the
compression theory, according to which the high-frequency
components enclosed into the higher message’s coefficients
are significantly affected and thus the added information will
bemore distorted than in the lower ones. Therefore, by apply-
ing appropriate quantization steps, the amount of information
inserted into those coefficients that will be compressed more
can be increased to bemore robust during JPEG compression
attack.

Additionally, the achieved gain is reduced with the
increase of the message length. The greater the length of
the message to be embedded, the higher order moment coef-
ficients are needed to hide the information. However, as the
moment order increases themagnitudes of the coefficients are
decreased and, therefore, the coefficients are more sensitive
to the attacks. However, the usage of different quantization
steps to those high-order coefficients can adaptively control
the amount of information the coefficients carry, according
to their magnitude.

The aforementioned outcomes are also justified by the
examination of the selected quantization steps in each case.
The quantization steps for the case of the bicycle image (this
with the highest performance) are illustrated in Fig. 8. In this
figure, the dashed line corresponds to the single step assigned
to all moment coefficients and the solid one to those derived
by applying the proposed methodology.

The plots of Fig. 8 show that a more sophisticated assign-
ment (non-blind) of the quantization steps to the moment
coefficients, aiming that the inserted information is propor-
tional to the capacity of the coefficients, can lead to more
robust and of the same quality watermarked images.

Fig. 8 Quantization steps vsmoment ID (moment number) of theBicy-
cle image for KMs and a 100 bit, b 300 bit and c 500 bit message lengths
for the standard (dashed line) and proposed (solid line) methods
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Table 6 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Lena image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the TMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Lena (TMs)

� 4.00 Var 3.8 Var 3.7 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.239 40.000 40.252 39.966 40.433 39.988

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.520 0.420 0.560 0.450 0.528 0.440

Median 4 × 4 0.480 0.420 0.510 0.473 0.502 0.444

Median 6 × 6 0.510 0.500 0.490 0.447 0.484 0.514

Median 8 × 8 0.590 0.460 0.507 0.493 0.526 0.512

Mean − median 0.525 0.450 0.517 0.466 0.510 0.478

AWGN 5 % 0.020 0.010 0.137 0.073 0.214 0.100

AWGN 10 % 0.060 0.010 0.253 0.197 0.350 0.232

AWGN 15 % 0.160 0.030 0.327 0.283 0.374 0.330

AWGN 20 % 0.210 0.050 0.397 0.320 0.428 0.326

Mean − AWGN 0.113 0.025 0.278 0.218 0.342 0.247

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.430 0.320 0.510 0.440 0.494 0.470

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.400 0.150 0.480 0.360 0.466 0.418

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.230 0.080 0.407 0.277 0.420 0.356

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.200 0.020 0.320 0.193 0.370 0.282

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.020 0.000 0.157 0.067 0.256 0.110

Mean − JPEG 0.256 0.114 0.375 0.267 0.401 0.327

Total mean 0.295 0.190 0.389 0.313 0.416 0.349

RF (%) 35.509 19.396 16.223

The same experiments were carried out using the
Tchebichef moments (TMs) instead of the KMs and the cor-
responding results are reported in Tables 6, 7 and 8.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the magnitudes of the
TMs are significantly lower than those of theKMs and, there-
fore, the used quantization steps are smaller. This reduced
range makes the process of finding the most appropriate
quantization steps a hard task, since more coefficients need
to have different strengths.

The detection results for the case of the TMs are even
better than those of the KMs, with the mean BER being
reduced by 32 % for the 100 bit message length on aver-
age for the three images, while this reduction is 20 and 16 %
for the 300 and 500 bits message length, respectively. This
outperformance is due to the inherent global nature of the
TMs that makes themmore robust to any non-local attack. In

addition to the low detection errors for the JPEG attack, the
distortion of the watermarked images from the Median filter
and the AWGN are also better handled with the proposed
methodology.

The selected quantization steps for the case of the Light-
house image (this with the highest performance) are depicted
in Fig. 9.

The above figures show that an increase to the embed-
ding strength of the higher frequency coefficients does not
affect the quality of the watermarked image, due to the more
uniform compactness of the TMs, making the extraction pro-
cedure more robust to the attacks. However, this is achieved
by simultaneous reduction of the inserted information into
the lower coefficients.

Again, the main conclusion of the aforementioned study
is that all coefficients do not show the same capabilities to
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Table 7 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Bicycle image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the TMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Bicycle (TMs)

� 4.4 Var 4.2 Var 4 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.048 40.005 40.347 40.000 40.045 39.997

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.490 0.370 0.473 0.457 0.506 0.498

Median 4 × 4 0.490 0.400 0.507 0.490 0.500 0.484

Median 6 × 6 0.540 0.450 0.537 0.537 0.522 0.470

Median 8 × 8 0.510 0.420 0.520 0.473 0.526 0.510

Mean − median 0.508 0.410 0.509 0.489 0.514 0.491

AWGN 5 % 0.020 0.050 0.110 0.063 0.198 0.086

AWGN 10 % 0.050 0.030 0.217 0.150 0.314 0.190

AWGN 15 % 0.110 0.100 0.317 0.253 0.384 0.304

AWGN 20 % 0.150 0.070 0.360 0.277 0.398 0.306

Mean − AWGN 0.083 0.063 0.251 0.186 0.324 0.222

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.390 0.320 0.483 0.437 0.472

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.310 0.230 0.417 0.320 0.436 0.434

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.260 0.120 0.383 0.273 0.412 0.392

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.120 0.040 0.270 0.210 0.398 0.336

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.030 0.040 0.150 0.057 0.244 0.260

Mean − JPEG 0.222 0.150 0.341 0.259 0.392 0.100

Total mean 0.267 0.203 0.365 0.307 0.408 0.356

RF (%) 23.919 15.742 12.884

hide the same amount of information and, therefore, the stan-
dard approach to use a single quantization step is somehow
superficial. Instead, the selection of the appropriate quanti-
zation step for each coefficient, depending on the image’s
content type, can lead to more robust behaviors preserving
the high quality of the watermarked images. To this end, the
proposed methodology constitutes an efficient way to assign
the appropriate quantization steps to the moment coefficients
leading to considerable performance.

Conclusion

A novel watermarking methodology, highly robust on sig-
nal processing attacks and with high-quality watermarked
images was presented in the previous sections. The adaptive
nature of the proposedmoment-basedwatermarkingmethod,
owing to the optimized fuzzy inference systems embodying
prior knowledge, controls the amount of watermark informa-
tion each moment coefficient is capable to carry.
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Table 8 Watermarking
detection results (BER) for the
case of Lighthouse image, when
applying single or variable (var)
�s to the TMs coefficients

Msg. length 100 bit 300 bit 500 bit

ST PR ST PR ST PR

Image—Lighthouse (TMs)

� 3.95 Var 3.39 Var 3.37 Var

PSNR (dB) 40.033 40.003 40.021 39.995 40.028 40.004

Attack type

Median 2 × 2 0.520 0.360 0.517 0.487 0.506 0.492

Median 4 × 4 0.550 0.450 0.513 0.443 0.526 0.478

Median 6 × 6 0.460 0.490 0.523 0.470 0.500 0.496

Median 8 × 8 0.600 0.400 0.537 0.497 0.504 0.512

Mean − median 0.533 0.425 0.523 0.474 0.509 0.495

AWGN 5 % 0.020 0.000 0.170 0.047 0.260 0.074

AWGN 10 % 0.060 0.020 0.310 0.123 0.388 0.192

AWGN 15 % 0.170 0.060 0.337 0.197 0.398 0.316

AWGN 20 % 0.220 0.050 0.397 0.253 0.424 0.304

Mean − AWGN 0.118 0.033 0.303 0.155 0.368 0.222

JPEG Q = 5 % 0.530 0.310 0.477 0.430 0.522 0.462

JPEG Q = 10 % 0.320 0.170 0.493 0.370 0.468 0.402

JPEG Q = 15 % 0.290 0.100 0.427 0.277 0.476 0.360

JPEG Q = 20 % 0.200 0.070 0.357 0.203 0.382 0.266

JPEG Q = 40 % 0.020 0.010 0.160 0.033 0.284 0.110

Mean − JPEG 0.272 0.132 0.383 0.263 0.426 0.320

Total mean 0.305 0.192 0.401 0.295 0.434 0.343

RF (%) 37.121 26.583 20.823

Themain advantage of the introducedmethod is the ability
to incorporate prior knowledge regarding the suitability of the
quantization steps for each moment coefficient, by means of
IF–THEN fuzzy rules. The designed fuzzy inference system
is applied in an optimized framework where its membership
functions are optimally defined, in terms of imperceptibility
and robustness of the entire watermarking procedure.

The experiments have justified the initial theoretical
claims regarding the need for different quantization steps for
each moment coefficient. The improvements to the achieved
detection performance are remarkable, since the mean BER
is reduced up to 32 % for the case of 100 bit message length,
while this improvement being 20 % and 16 % for 300 and
500 bits, for the case of TMs, respectively. This improve-

ment is quite lower if KMs are used instead of TMs, but is
still satisfactory with a mean BER reduction of 18, 7 and 5%
for the three different message lengths, respectively.

Although the proposed methodology reveals a significant
performance, there are some more steps that could be sched-
uled for future work to further increase the watermarking
performance. One possible issue that needs to be further
investigated is the usage of more than four IF–THEN fuzzy
rules, so the relations between the system’s input/output are
defined more accurately. However, attention should be paid
at this point to avoid the rapid increase of the rules, since
this could cause the weakening of the generalization capa-
bilities of the FIS system. Finally, since the proposed fuzzy
dither modulation is independent of the coefficients used to
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Fig. 9 Quantization steps vs moment ID (moment number)of the
Lighthouse image for KMs and a 100 bit, b 300 bit and c 500 bit mes-
sage lengths for the standard (dashed line) and proposed (solid line)
methods

embed the watermark information, it will be interesting to
study its performance with other types of moments or even
other coefficients (transformations) such as DCT, DWT and
SVD.
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